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Abstract. In this paper, we present a new logic for specifying the behaviour of
multi-agent systems. In this logic, agents are viewed as BDI systems, in that their
state is characterised in terms of beliefs, desires, and intentions: the semantics
of the BDI component of the logic are based on the well-known system of Rao
and Georgeff. In addition, agents have available to them a library of plans, representing their ‘know-how’: procedural knowledge about how to achieve their intentions. These plans are, in effect, programs, that specify how a group of agents
can work in parallel to achieve certain ends. The logic provides a rich set of constructs for describing the structure and execution of plans. Some properties of the
logic are investigated, (in particular, those relating to plans), and some comments
on future work are presented.

1

Introduction

There is currently much international interest in computer systems that go under the
banner of intelligent agents [16]. Crudely, an intelligent agent is a system that is situated in a dynamic environment, of which it has an incomplete view, and over which it
can exert partial control through the performance of actions. Agents will typically be allocated several (possibly conflicting) tasks, and will be required to make decisions about
how to achieve these tasks in time for these decisions to have useful consequences [8].
An obvious research problem is to devise software architectures that are capable of
satisfying these requirements. Various solutions have been proposed, many of which are
reviewed in [16]. One solution in particular, that is currently the subject of much ongoing research, is the belief-desire-intention (BDI) architecture [10]. A representative
BDI architecture, (the PRS [4]), is illustrated in Figure 1. As this figure shows, a BDI
architecture typically contains four key data structures. An agent’s beliefs correspond
to information the agent has about the world, which may be incomplete or incorrect.
Beliefs may be as simple as variables, (in the sense of, e.g., PASCAL programs), but
implemented BDI agents typically represent beliefs symbolically (e.g., as PROLOG-like
facts [4]). An agent’s desires intuitively correspond to the tasks allocated to it. (Implemented BDI agents require that desires be consistent, although human desires often fail
in this respect.)
An agent’s intentions represent desires that it has committed to achieving. The intuition is that an agent will not, in general, be able to achieve all its desires, even if these
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Fig. 1. A BDI Agent Architecture

desires are consistent. Agents must therefore fix upon some subset of available desires
and commit resources to achieving them. These chosen desires are intentions. An agent
will typically continue to try to achieve an intention until either it believes the intention
is satisfied, or else it believes the intention is no longer achievable [2].
The final data structure in a BDI agent is a plan library. A plan library is a set of
plans (a.k.a. recipes) that specify courses of action that may be followed by an agent in
order to achieve its intentions. An agent’s plan library represents its procedural knowledge, or know-how. A plan contains two parts: a body, or program, which defines a
course of action; and a descriptor, which states both the circumstances under which the
plan can be used (i.e., its pre-condition), and what intentions the plan may be used in
order to achieve (i.e., its post-condition).
The interpreter in Figure 1 is responsible for updating beliefs from observations
made of the world, generating new desires (tasks) on the basis of new beliefs, and selecting from the set of currently active desires some subset to act as intentions. Finally,
the interpreter must select an action to perform on the basis of the agent’s current intentions and procedural knowledge.
In order to give a formal semantics to BDI architectures, a range of BDI logics have
been developed by Rao and Georgeff [9, 11]. These logics are extensions to the branching time logic CTL [3], which also contain normal modal connectives for representing
beliefs, desires, and intentions. Most work on BDI logics has focussed on possible relationships between the three ‘mental states’ [9], and more recently, on developing proof
methods for restricted forms of the logics [11].
In short, the aim of this paper is to extend the basic BDI framework [9, 11] with
an apparatus that allows us to represent the plans (options) that agents have available
to them, and how these plans can be executed. As such, this paper builds on earlier
attempts to represent BDI agents with plan libraries [12, 7], as well as more general

attempts to represent agents that can act in complex ways [2]. We begin, in the following
subsection, with a brief rationale for our work, and then in section 2, we introduce the
basic semantic objects that underpin our new logic, and then formally define plans and
the semantics
of plan execution. In section 3, we present the new logic itself, which we

shall call . Some properties of the logic are investigated, and some conclusions are
presented in section 4.
Motivation: Some previous attempts have been made to graft a logic of plans onto
the basic BDI framework [12, 7]. However, these logics treat plans as syntactic objects.
This makes it unclear what plans denote, and also makes the semantics of quantifying
over plans somewhat
complex. For these reasons, we here introduce a new BDI logic of

planning agents: . The new logic is similar in many respects to those defined in [12,
7], (in particular, the BDI semantics are based on [9]). However, we give a semantic
account of plans, that has the flavour of dynamic logic [5].

2

Plans and Plan Execution


As noted above, we intend our logic to let us represent the properties of reasoning
agents, each of which has associated with it a plan library, containing plans that it can
use in order to achieve its intentions. In this section, we formally define plans and the
semantics of plan execution. We begin by introducing the basic semantic objects of our
logic.
2.1 Worlds, Situations, and Paths


The logic that we develop in section 3 allows us to represent the properties of a system that may evolve in different ways, depending upon the choices made by agents
within it. We let DAg be the set of all agents, and use a binary branching time relation,
R, to model all possible courses of system history. The relation R holds over a set T of
time-points, i.e., R  T  T. Any time-point may be transformed into another through
the execution of a primitive action by some agent: arcs in R thus correspond to the performance of such actions. We let DAc be the set of all primitive actions, and assume an
arc labeling function Act that gives the action associated with every arc in R. Similarly,
we assume a function Agt, which gives the agent associated with every primitive action.
Definition 1. A world is a pair  T  R   , where T   T is a non-empty set of time
points, and R  T   T  is a total, backwards linear branching time relation on T  . Let
W  w  w be the set of all worlds (over T). If w  W, then we write Tw for the
set of time points in w, and Rw for the branching time relation in w.
Definition 2. A pair  w  t  , where w  W and t  Tw , is known as a situation. If
w  W, then the set of all situations in w is denoted by Sw , i.e., Sw  w  t  t  Tw  .
Let S  w  W Sw be the set of all situations. We use s (with decorations: s s  ) to
stand for members of S.
We now present some technical apparatus for manipulating branching time structures.
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Definition 3. Let w


W be a world. Then a finite path through w is a sequence
 t
4 

t 5 tk 

of time points, such that 6 u 798:; k <>=? , we have  tu  tu @ A Rw . Let fpaths  w 
denote the set of finite paths through w. An infinite path (or just ‘path’) through w is a
sequence  tu  u  IN  , such that 6 u  IN, we have  tu  tu@  B Rw . Let paths  w  denote
the set of paths through w. If p is a (finite or infinite) path and u  IN, then p  u  denotes
the u C= ’th element of p (where this is defined). Thus p 8D is the first time-point in
p, p 3=5 is the second, and so on. If p is a (finite or infinite) path and u  IN, then the
path obtained from p by removing its first u time-points is denoted by p E uF (where this
is defined).
2.2 Plan Structure
An agent’s plan library is a set of ‘recipes’, which the agent can use use in order to
bring about its intentions. Plans are actually multi-agent plans, which closely resemble
parallel programs. A plan contains a plan body, which represents the ‘program’ part
of the plan, and a plan descriptor, which characterizes the pre- and post-conditions of
the plan. The atomic components of plan bodies are actions, i.e., elements of the set
DAc . Actions are composed into plan bodies by the use of plan constructors: these are
precisely the kind of constructs that one would expect to find in a parallel programming
language  , allowing for sequential and parallel composition, iteration, and choice. Formally, the set DB , of all plan bodies, is defined by the grammar in Figure 2. We use G
(with decorations: G  1GH ) to stand for members of DB .
There are two points to note about this definition. First, although we have used
a grammar to define plan bodies, and they thus appear to be syntactic objects, they
are in fact semantic objects, built up from other semantic objects (actions and sets
of

situations). There are good reasons for emphasizing this point. In our language, , we
will need to be able to quantify over plans (and plan bodies). Hence there must be terms
in the language which stand for plans (and plan bodies), and both plans and plan bodies
I

It is worth noting that we do not have any of the CSP-like primitives for communication and
synchronization that one finds in parallel languages like occam [6].

must appear in the domain of the language. Thus plans are not syntactic constructs: they
are semantic objects. The second point to note is that a test action takes as its argument
a set of situations: the test action c J will succeed if the current situation is a member
of the set c. A more natural representation for conditions might appear to be formulae
of the language, so a test action KLJ would succeed if the formula K was satisfied in the
current situation. But this would confuse syntax and semantics: test actions are semantic
objects, since they are part of plan bodies, which in turn are contained within the domain
of the language. In contrast, formulae are syntactic constructs. Putting formulae of the
object-language into the domain of the object-language would, in effect, make
a
kind of self-referential meta-language, and such languages have a number of difficulties
associated with them [16].
A plan body is not, in itself, of much use to an agent, as it specifies neither the
circumstances under which the plan may be used, nor what it is good for. A plan body
is thus very much like an undocumented fragment of program code. For this reason, we
introduce plan descriptors, which characterize the pre- and post-conditions associated
with plans. The plan descriptor associated with a plan body represents both when the
plan body can be executed, and what execution of the plan body will achieve.
Definition 4. A plan descriptor, M , is a binary relation MN S  S, with the constraint
that if O w  t ; wP t Q1RNM , then w w . Let S be the set of all plan descriptors.
Plan descriptors are interpreted as follows. If M>TS is intended to characterize the
behaviour of a plan body G+ DB , then: (i) dom M represents the set of situations from
which execution of G may legally commence — intuitively, dom M represents the precondition of G ; (ii) ran M represents the set of situations that may arise as a result of
executing G from one of the situations in dom M — intuitively, ran M represents the postcondition of G ; and (iii) if  s  sQUVM , then s is a situation that could possibly arise as a
result of executing G starting in situation s.
The constraint on plan descriptors, (that if 1 w  t W9 wX t YOZ[M then w
w ), ensures that plan execution always happens within worlds, rather than between worlds.
This method for characterizing the pre- and post-conditions of a plan might at first
sight appear to be somewhat roundabout  — a more obvious approach would be to characterize these conditions as formulae of . However, this approach would run into exactly the same difficulties that we outlined above with respect to test actions, in that
putting formulae into the domain of the language is problematic. It is worth noting that
the approach we have adopted is essentially identical to the way that programs are represented in dynamic logic, where the behaviour of a program is represented as a binary
relation over program states [5].
Definition 5. A plan is a pair \G#-M? , where G] DB is a plan body, and M^_S is a
plan descriptor, intended to represent the behaviour of G . Let D `a DB ^S be the
set of all plans; we use b (with decorations: b 1bc5 ) to stand for members of D` . If
denote the descriptor
bd D ` , then let G)
e \b R DB denote the body of b , and f
eM b RNS
in b . Thus dom feM b  represents the pre-condition of b , and ran feM b  represents the postcondition. If s  dom feM b  , then let feM b ; s  denote the image of s through feM \b  , i.e.,
f
eM \b  s /_ s gf s  s YU f
eM \b W .

If Gh DB is a plan body, then we denote by agents \Gg the set of all agents that could
possibly be required to perform the actions in G :
def

agents ij
agents \G noG Y
agents \Gjt?
agents  c J5

Agt ilW
agents \Gg
agents \Gg

k
def
def

p

agents G

Q

(where im DAc )
(where nqDr5$5s5 )

def

vu:

2.3 Plan Execution
We now turn to the semantics of plan execution. We define a 4-place meta-level predicate exec, such that exec \G# p  u  v  holds just in case the plan body Gd DB is executed
on path p between times u  v  IN. Formally, the exec predicate is defined inductively
by six equations: one each for the plan body constructors, and one for the execution of
primitive actions. The first equation represents the base case, where a primitive action
is executed.
exec i) p  u  v  iff v

u C>= and Act  p  u ; p  u C>=91#vi

(where im DAc )

(1)

The second equation captures the semantics of sequential composition: G#r1Gg will be
executed between times u and v iff there is some time point n between u and v such that
G is executed between u and n, and G  is executed between n and v.
exec \G)r1G

 

p  u  v  iff w n

x

u W v  s.t. exec \G) p  u  n  and exec \G

 

p  n  v

(2)

The semantics of non-deterministic choice are even simpler: G]lG  will be executed
between times u and v iff either G or G  is executed between those times.
exec Go5G

 

p  u  v  iff exec \G) p  u  v  or exec \G

 

p  u  v

(3)

For the execution of parallel plan bodies GysVGg , we require that both G and Gg are
executed over the path, with the same start and end times. The semantics of concurrency
clearly represent a simplification, which we make in order to prevent the formalism
becoming complicated by tangential side issues.
exec GosUG

 

p  u  v  iff exec \G# p  u  v  and exec \G

 

p  u  v

(4)

The semantics of iteration rely upon the fact that executing Glt is the same as either
(i) doing nothing, or (ii) executing G once and then executing Glt . This leads to the
following fixed point equation, where the right hand side is defined in terms of the left
hand side.
exec \Gltf p  u  v  iff u

v or exec \G)r\Gjt?W p  u  v 

(5)

(The reader may like to compare this equation with the fixed-point semantics given to
loops in imperative programming languages [13].) Finally, we have an equation that

defines the semantics of test actions (the free variable w, that appears on the right hand
side of this equation, is the world through which p is a path, and in practice this variable
will always be bound).
exec  c JD p  u  v  iff  w  p  u OR c

(6)

Finally, we mention some assumptions relating to plans. First, the notion of soundness.
Intuitively, a plan is sound if its plan body is completely correct with respect to its plan
descriptor. That is, a plan bz D` is sound iff whenever its body G/e b  is executed
from a situation  w  t  such that  w  t A dom feM \b  , it will terminate in some situation
 w  t \ such that 1 w  t W9 w  t Od
f
eM \b  . For simplicity, we shall assume that (i) all
plans are sound; and (ii) plan bodies are only executed when their pre-condition holds.
Intuitively, condition (ii) requires that agents only execute a plan when they know the
pre-condition of the plan is satisfied, i.e., they are competent with respect to plan preconditions. Formally, soundness is expressed as follows: 6Hb{ D ` , 6 w  W, 6 p 
paths  w  , 6 u  v  IN, if exec  G)e b W p  u  v  then  w  p  u O dom feM b  and  w  p  v O
f
eM \b 1 w  p  u O1 .

3

A Logic of BDI Agents with Procedural Knowledge


In this section, we formally define our logic , which is an extension to the expressive
branching time logic CTL [3]. The logic builds on the work of Rao and Georgeff [9],
and our own previous work in agent theory [15].

contains the usual connectives and quantifiers of sorted first-order logic: we take
as primitive the connectives | (not) and } (or), and the universal quantifier 6 (for all),
and define the remaining classical connectives and existential quantifier in terms of
these. As is based on CTL
, a distinction is made between state formulae and path

formulae. The idea is that is interpreted over a tree-like branching time structure.
Formulae that express a property of nodes in this structure are known as state formulae,
whereas formulae that express a property of paths through the structure are known as
path formulae. State formulae can be ordinary first-order formulae, but various other additional modal connectives are also provided for making state formulae. Thus  Bel i KL
is intended to express the fact that the agent denoted by i believes K (where K is some
state formula). The semantics of belief are given in terms of an accessibility relation
over possible worlds, in much the standard modal logic tradition [1], with the properties
required of belief accessibility relations ensuring that the logic of belief corresponds to
the normal modal system KD45 (weak-S5). The state formulae  Goal i KL and  Int i KL
mean that agent i has a desire or intention of K , respectively: the logics of desire
and

intention correspond to the normal modal system KD. (Note that worlds in are not
instantaneous states (as in [15]), but are themselves branching time structures: the intuition is that belief accessible worlds represent an agent’s uncertainty not only about
how the world actually is, but also about its past and future; similarly for desires and
intentions [9].)

In addition, contains various connectives for representing the plans possessed
by agents. The state formula  Has i b  is used to represent the fact that in the current

state, agent i is in possession of the plan denoted by b . The state formulae  Pre b  and
 Post b  represent the fact that the pre- and post-conditions of the plan b respectively
are satisfied in the current world-state. The formula  Body b~Gg is used to represent the
fact that G is the body of the plan denoted by b . We also have a connective  Holds c  ,
which means that the condition denoted by c is satisfied in the current world state.
Turning to path formulae,  Exec Gg means that the plan body denoted by G is executed on the current path. State formulae may be related to path formulae by using
the CTL path quantifier A. This connective means ‘on all paths’. It has a dual, existential connective E, meaning ‘on some path’. Thus AK means that the path formula K
is satisfied on all histories originating from the current world state, and EK means that
K is satisfied on at least one history that originates from the current world state. Path
formulae may be built up from state formulae (or other path formulae) by using two
temporal connectives: the U connectives means ‘until’, and so a formula K U means
‘ K is satisfied until  is satisfied’. The  connective means ‘next’, and so >K means
that K will be satisfied in the next state.
3.1 Syntax


is a many sorted logic, which permits quantification over various types of individuals: agents, actions, plans, plan bodies, sets of agents (groups), sets of situations (conditions), and other individuals in the world. All of these sorts must have a corresponding
set of terms in the alphabet of the language.
Definition 6. The alphabet of



contains the following symbols:

1. A denumerable set Pred of predicate symbols;
2. A denumerable set Fun of function symbols, the union of the following mutually
disjoint sets:
– FunAg — functions that return agents;
– FunAc — functions that return actions;
– Fun ` — functions that return plans;
– FunB — functions that return plan bodies;
– FunGr — functions that return sets of agents (groups);
– FunC — functions that return sets of situations (conditions);
– FunU — functions that return other individuals.
3. A denumerable set Var of variable symbols, the union of the mutually disjoint sets
VarAg , VarAc , Var` , VarB , VarGr , VarC , and VarU .
4. The operator symbols true, Bel, Goal, Int, Agts, ,  , A, Pre, Post, Body, Has,
Holds, Exec, U, and  .
5. The classical connectives } (or) and | (not), and the universal quantifier, 6 .
6. The punctuation symbols  ,  , and  .
Associated with each predicate and function symbol is a natural number called its arity,
given by the function arity  Pred p Fun  IN. Predicates of arity 0 are known as
proposition symbols, and functions of arity 0 are known as constants.

ag-term
!L"$" %
Q
-term !L"$" %
c-term !L"$" %
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Fig. 3. Syntax

Definition 7. A sort is either Ag, Ac,  , B, Gr, C, or U. If
Term , of terms of sort  , is defined as follows:
1. if x
2. if f




Var , then x  Term ;
Fun  , arity  f # n, and

9  1 n A



Term, then f \

is a sort, then the set

 1 n U

Term

where the set Term, of all terms, is defined by
Term

]

TermNx Ag  Ac -V B  Gr  C  U D

We use  (with decorations: :1

  )

to stand for members of Term.

The syntax of the language is then defined by the grammar in Figure 3 (it is assumed
that predicate and function symbols are applied to the appropriate number of arguments).
3.2 Semantics
In addition to the various semantic sets discussed above, the world may contain other
objects (such as, for example,
blocks and tables), given by the set DU . The objects over

which we can quantify in together constitute a domain.

Definition 8. A domain is a structure: D



DAg  DAc  D `


DB  DGr  DC  DU  where:

DAg =; n  is a non-empty set of agents;
DAc _9i/Oil$ is a non-empty set of actions;
D`k9bL1b   is a non-empty set of plans;
DB is a set of plan bodies;
DGr zj DAg #<+u is the set of non-empty subsets of DAg , i.e., the set of agent
groups over DAg ;
– DC is a non-empty set of situations; and
– DU is a non-empty set of other individuals

–
–
–
–
–

such that (i) all actions in elements of DB are members of DAc ; (ii) all plan bodies
in elements of D` must be in DB ; and (iii) any plan bodies contained in elements
of DB are also in DB . If D is a domain, then we denote by D
 the set   D 
Rz
u
we mean the set of
 Ag  Ac -V B  Gr  C  U  . If D is a domain and u  IN, then by D

u-tuples over D.



In order to interpret , we need various functions that associate symbols of the language
with semantic objects. The first of these is an interpretation for predicates.
Definition 9. A predicate interpretation,  , is a function
m

Pred


W

T


j 


u
D
 

u  IN
n
such that 6 Q  Pred 36 n  IN P6 w  W P6 t  Tw  if arity  Q ) n then ¡ Q  w  t ¡ D

(i.e., predicate interpretations preserve arity).

Definition 10. An interpretation for functions, F, is a second-order function
F  Fun

u
D


¢ 

£D
 

u  IN

such that (i) 6 f  Fun 36 n  IN  if arity  f Z n then dom F  f 
interpretations preserve arity), and (ii) F preserves sorts.


n
D
(i.e., function


Similarly, a variable assignment associates variables with elements of the domain.
Definition 11. A variable assignment, V, is a function V  Var  D,
such that if

x  Var , then V  x U D , (i.e., variable assignments preserve sorts).
We now introduce a derived function ¤ ¤ ¥ ¥ V ¦ F , which gives the denotation of an arbitrary
term.
Definition 12. If V is a variable assignment and F is a function interpretation, then by
¤ ¤ ¥ ¥ V ¦ F , we mean the function ¤ ¤ ¥ ¥ V ¦ F  Term 
D,
which interprets arbitrary terms

relative to V and F:
def

¤ ¤ ¥ ¥ V ¦ F ¨§

F  f ;1¤ ¤ 9W¥ ¥ V ¦ F ;¤ ¤ 
V \

n¥ ¥ V ¦ F 

where  is f \9?O
otherwise.

n

Since V and F will always be clear
from context, reference to them will be suppressed.

We can now define models for .


Definition 13. A model, M, for , is a structure
M

{

T  R  W  D  Act  Agt  P  BR  DR  IR  F O#

where:
– T is the set of all time points;
– R  T  T is a total, backwards-linear branching time relation over T;
– W is a set of worlds, such that 6 w  W, we have:
1. Tw  T;
2. Rw is the relation obtained from R by removing from it any arcs that contain
components not in Tw ;
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

D  DAg  DAc  D`  DB  DGr  DC  DU  is a domain;
Act  R  DAc associates an action with every arc in R;
Agt  DAc  DAg associates an agent with every action;
P  DAg  W  T  L D`© gives the plan library of every agent in every situation;
BR  DAg ªL W  T  W  associates with every agent a serial, transitive, euclidean
belief accessibility relation;
DR  DAg ªj W  T  W  associates with every agent a serial desire accessibility
relation;
IR  DAg ¢L W  T  W  associates with every agent a serial intention accessibility relation;
u

F  Fun ¢  u  IN D
D

  interprets functions;
u
7 Pred  W  T ªL  u  IN D
  interprets predicates.

The formal semantics of the language are defined in two parts, for path formulae and
state formulae respectively. The semantics of path formulae are given via the path formula satisfaction relation, ‘  ’, which holds between structures of the form  M  V  w  p  ,
(where M is a model, V is a variable assignment, w is a world in M, and p is a path
through w), and path formulae. The rules defining this relation are given in Figure 4.
The semantics of state formulae are given via the state formula satisfaction relation,
which for convenience we also write as ‘  ’: context will always make it clear which relation is intended. The state formula satisfaction relation holds between structures of the
form  M  V  w  t  , (where M is a model, V is a variable assignment, w is a world in M,
and t  Tw is a time-point in w) and state formulae. The rules defining this relation are
also given in Figure 4. We assume the standard interpretation for validity. Thus a path
formula K is valid, (notation:  ¬«^K ), iff for all  M  V  w  p  , we have  M  V  w  p B >K .
Similarly, a state formula K is valid iff for all  M  V  w  t  we have  M  V  w  t   K .
We write  ¬®xK to indicate that the state formula K is valid. Satisfiability for path and
state formulae are defined in the obvious way.
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3.3 Derived Connectives
In addition to the basic connectives defined above, it is useful to introduce some derived constructs. These derived connectives do not add to the expressive power of the
language, but are intended to make formulae more concise and readable. First, we assume that the remaining connectives of classical logic, (i.e., Ë — ‘and’, Ì — ‘if. . .
then. . . ’, and Í — ‘if, and only if’) have been defined as normal, in terms of | and } .
Similarly, we assume that the existential quantifier, w , has been defined as the dual of
6 . Next, we introduce the existential path quantifier, E, which is defined as the dual of
the universal path quantifier A. Thus a formula E K is interpreted as ‘on some path, K ’,
or ‘optionally, K ’:
EK

def

+|

A |jK/

It
is also convenient to introduce further temporal
connectives. The unary connective
Î
Î
means ‘sometimes’. Thus the path formula K will be satisfied on some path if K
is satisfied at some point along the path. The unary
connective means ‘now, and
always’. Thus K will be satisfied on some path if K is satisfied at all points along the
path. We also have a weak version of the U connective: K W is read ‘ K unless  ’.
Î

def

K

trueU K

Î

def

K

h|

|jK

K

W

def

K

UR

}

KU

Thus K W means that either: (i) K is satisfied until  is satisfied, or else (ii) K is always
satisfied. It is weak because it does not require that  be eventually satisfied.


Talking about groups: The language provides us with the ability to use simple
(typed) set theory to relate the properties of agents and groups of agents. The operators  and Ï relate groups together, and have the obvious set-theoretic interpretation;
 Singleton g i  means g is a singleton group with i as the only member;  Singleton g 
simply means g is a singleton.




g
 g
Ï



def

g Q
g Q

i  i  g #Ì¢ i  g  
def
g Q
 g  g  ËN|R g
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def

Singleton g i 

+6

Singleton g 

Ñw



def

j  j  g #ÌÐ j i 
i  Singleton g i 

Agt G i  means that i is the only agent required to perform plan body G .
Agt G i 


def

o6

g D Agts G g #Ì¢ Singleton g i 

Talking about plans: Next, we introduce some operators that will allow us to conveniently represent the structure and properties of plans. First, we introduce two constructs,  Pre bÒKL and  Post
bZKL , that allow us to represent the pre- and post-conditions

of plans as formulae of . Thus  Pre b´KL means that K corresponds to the pre-condition
of b — that K is satisfied in just those situations where the pre-condition of b is satisfied:


Pre

bKj

Similarly,  Post b7Kj means that
post-condition of b is satisfied:


K

Post bKj

def

A

O

Pre

b jÍ¨KLW

is satisfied in just those situations in which the
def

A

O

Post

b LÍ¨KLW

These definitions say that if  Pre bNKL , then  M  V  w  t Æ _K iff  w  t © dom feM O¤ ¤ bH¥ ¥\ ,
and if  Post bZKL , then  M  V  w  t ¬ >K iff  w  t B ran feM 1¤ ¤ bH¥ ¥\ . We write  Plan b´KÒNGg
to express the fact that plan b has pre-condition K , post-condition  , and body G :


Plan

b

def

KNxGg 

Pre

b

KL Ëx

Post bUcËx Body bGgW

It is often useful to be able to talk about the structure of plans: how their bodies are
put together, in terms of the constructors r ,  , s , and so on. In order to do this, we
introduce some logical functions (i.e., functions denoted by elements of the set Fun).
We introduce one function for each of the plan constructors:

seq for

par for
r

test for J
s

or for


iter for t .

We require that these functions satisfy certain properties. For example, for all G#1Gg/
TermB , we require that seq \G#OG Y returns the plan body ¤ ¤ G ¥ ¥Xr¤ ¤ G  ¥ ¥ , i.e., that seq G#1G Q
returns the plan body obtained by conjoining the plan bodies denoted by G and G  with
the sequential composition constructor. Similarly, we require than par G#1G   returns
¤ ¤ Gc¥ ¥Nsh¤ ¤ G $¥ ¥ , that or \G)1G Y returns ¤ ¤ Gc¥ ¥V´¤ ¤ G ¥ ¥ , that iter \Gg returns ¤ ¤ Gc¥ ¥t , and finally,
that test  c  returns ¤ ¤ c¥ ¥YJ , for all c  TermC . These functions allow us to construct plan
bodies within our language. However, complex plan bodies written out in full using
these functions become hard to read. To make such expressions more readable, we
introduce a quoting convention. The idea is best illustrated by example. We write
Ó
G#r1G  Ô
Ó
Ó

G#rG gs/G  YPÔ
G#rG gs/G  YOtÔ

to abbreviate seq \G#OG Y
to abbreviate seq \G# par G 1G  Y1
to abbreviate seq \G# iter  par G 1G

 Y1O

and so on. In the interests of consistency, we shall generally use quotes even where they
are not strictly required.
Next, we introduce a construct that makes test actions more readable. Let c  TermC
be a term denoting a situation set, (i.e., a condition), and let K be a state formula. Then
 c Õ>KL represents the fact that K is satisfied in just those situations denoted by c:


c

ÕhKL

def

A

O

Holds c jÍ¨KLW

Hereafter, instead of writingÓ c J we write KLJ , where it is understood that  c ÕªKL .
Thus, when we write  Exec  BelÓ i p 1JÔ; , it should be understood that this abbreviates
6 c c c ÕÐ Bel i p 1ÖÌ
 Exec c JÔ . Any formula abbreviated in this way may be
systematically rewritten into the fully
expanded form. Note that one property of this
Ó
style of abbreviation is  ¬«h Exec KLJÔjÍ¨K .
The readability of plan body expressions may be further improved by the introduction of derived constructs corresponding to the high-level statement-types one would
expect to find in a standard imperative language such as PASCAL. First, the if. . . then. . .
construct:
Ó

if K then G else G

def

Ô

Ó
KjJDrOGgf|jKUr1G   Ô 

While and repeat loops are similarly easy to define:
Ó
Ó

while K do G Ô
repeat G until KlÔ

def

Ó

def

Ó

KLJDr1Gg-tr-|jKLJÔ
G#r

while |jK do G

Ô

Finally, we define an await construct:
Ó

await K

Ô

def

Ó

repeat true J until K

Ô 

Thus await K will be executed on a path p if there is some point on p at which K is
true. There is thus a close
relationship between
await and the temporal ‘sometimes’
Ó
Î
connective:  ¬«h Exec await KlÔjÍ
K .

3.4 Some Properties of ×
After introducing a new logic by means of its syntax and semantics, it is usual to illustrate its properties, typically by means of a Hilbert-style axiom system. However,
no
Ø
complete axiomatization is currently known for CTL , the logic that underpins . For
this reason, instead of attempting a complete axiomatization, we simply identify some
valid formulae
of , focusing in particular on plan execution. First, notice that the

semantics of generalize
those of sorted first-order logic, and hence, in turn, proposi
tional logic. Thus admits propositional and sorted first-order
reasoning, as one might

expect. In addition, the semantics of the BDI component of ensure that axioms corresponding to the normal modal system KD45 (weak-S5) are valid for the Bel modalities,
and axioms corresponding to the normal modal system KD are valid for Goal and Int
modalities. Rao and Georgeff prove that these axioms together constitute a sound and
complete axiomatization of this ‘basic BDI system’ [11]. With respect to the CTL
component of the  logic, it is not difficult to see that the axioms one would expect of
CTL are valid in [14].
Turning to plans, it is not difficult to see that the logic of plan execution is similar
to
Ó
that of many program logics. For example, one can show that if the plan body G+?G  Ô
is executed, then the pre-condition of G or the pre-condition of G  must hold prior to
execution:
Ó

 ¬«h

Plan bÆKZ

GgWË¬

Plan b

 K  

 G  WË

Exec

Ó

Go5G  Ô )Ì¢

Exec

K/}/K  OJDr\GmG   Ô 

As a corollary, one can show that agents believe that plans behave in this way:
 ¬®q

Bel i  Plan
 Bel i KN}K
b

KNqGl1 Ëx

Bel i  Plan b

fKj/G YO Ëx

Bel i A  Exec

Ó
Go5G  Ô1)Ì

 W

In a similar way, one can prove various properties of derived constructs such as while
loops and if statements.

4

Concluding Remarks

It is now widely accepted that the technology of multi-agent systems will play a key role
in the development of future distributed systems. As the use of multi-agent technology
becomes more commonplace, so the need for a firm theoretical foundations for it will
grow. In this paper, we hope to have contributed to such a foundation, by presenting
a new logic that can be used to give an abstract semantics to a significant class of
intelligent agent architectures. In these so-called BDI architectures, the internal state of
an agent is characterised by symbolic data structures loosely corresponding to beliefs,
desires, and intentions. In addition, such agents have available to them a library of plans,
representing their ‘know-how’: procedural knowledge about how to achieve goals.
Acknowledgments: This work was carried out while I was a visiting researcher at DaimlerBenz research institute in Berlin. I would like to thank Kurt Sundermeyer for arranging the visit,
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The system presented in [14] reportedly contains an error in the proof of completeness.
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